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RATIONALHOMOTOPY OF THE SPACE OF SECTIONS
OF A NILPOTENT BUNDLE
BY

ANDRÉ HAEFLIGER
Abstract. We show that an algebraic construction proposed by Sullivan is indeed a
model for the rational homotopy type of the space of sections of a nilpotent bundle.

In his paper Uhomologie des espaces fonctionnels, R. Thom studied the homotopy
type of the space F* of continuous maps of X into F homotopic to a given map/.
Starting from a Postnikov decomposition of F, he built the functional space F*
step by step. He also indicated how one could construct a differential graded algebra
describing the rational homotopy type of F*.
Later on, Sullivan gave an algebraic model which mirrors this construction in
terms of a DG-algebra representing X and the minimal model of F.
The aim of this paper is to show, following the method of Thom, that the model of
Sullivan is indeed a model for the functional space under suitable restrictions.
As in [3], we consider the slightly more general problem of the determination of
the rational homotopy type of the space of sections Ts of a nilpotent fiber space p:
Y -» X homotopic to a given section s.
In §1 we explain Thorn's geometric construction. In §2 we describe an algebraic
model for an abelian Galois covering of a nilpotent space. In §3 we show how the
model of Sullivan fits with the geometry.
I thank the referee for many improvements of this paper.

1. A Postnikov factorization of the space of sections.
1.1. Let G be a finitely generated abehan group and let X be a path connected
space whose cohomology groups Hk(X\ G) are finitely generated for each k.
To avoid difficulties with the topologies (cf. [4]), we can work in the category of
simplicial sets.

Proposition
Eilenberg-Mac

(Thom [4]). The space K(G, m)x of continuous maps of X in the
Lane complex K(G, m) is homotopically equivalent to the product

nr=rA °fthe Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces K¡ = K(Hm-'(X;

G), i).

More precisely, let x G Hm(K(G; m); G) be the fundamental class of K(G; m). If

e:K(G,m)X

XX^K(G,m)
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is the evaluation map, we can write e*(x) uniquely as 2x, where x, e
H'(K(G, m)x; Hm~\X; G)). Then the projection K(G; m)x -* Kt is determined by
the cohomology class x,-

Proof. As K(G; m) is a Hopf space, all the connected components of K(G, m)x
have the same homotopy type as the connected component K(G, m)x of the
constant map. They are in bijection with Hm(X; G) = K(Hm(X; G), 0).
If/: 5' X X -» K(G, m) represents an element of tT¡(K(G, m)x), then its homotopy class is characterized by

f*(x) E H°(S'; Z) ® Hm(X; G) + H\S1', Z) ® Hm~'(X; G).
The first component of /*(x) vanishes because/restricted
to 5' X (x} is homotopic
to a constant map. The second component is of the form s ® u<, where s is the
canonical generator of H'(SL, Z), and uf E Hmi(X; G).
It is easy to see that the map /h» uf induces an isomorphism of ir¡(K(G; m)x) on

Hmi(X;G) = iTjiUKj) and that the map K(G; m)x -» FIAT,described above induces
an isomorphism on homotopy groups, so is a homotopy equivalence.
1.2. Consequence. Let Z he a topological space and let/: Z X X -» K(G; m) he a
continuous map. It gives a map <p: Z -> K(G, m)x; its composition with the
projection on K(Hm~'(X; G), i) will be denoted by <p,..Then the homotopy class of
tp/ is determined by the component of

f*(X) E Hm(Z X X; G)
in H'(Z;Hmi(X;G)).
It follows that the map induced by <p, on the rational

cohomology

can be

described as follows.
Let V= Hom(G, Q) = Hm(K(G, m); Q). Then

H'(K(Hm >(X;G), i); Q) - /Fm_,(X; Q) ® V,
where Hm_¡(X; Q) is identified with the dual of Hm~'(X; Q).
The homomorphism <p*:H'(K(Hmi(X; G), i), Q) -» H\Z; Q) is given by

<p*(a'®v) = a' nf*(v),
where a' E #„,_,(*; Q), v E V and a' n (a ® b) = a'(a)ft, for a ® 6 G H*(X; Q)
® 7F*(Z; ß) « íf*(Z X X; Q).
1.3. Space of sections of a nilpotent bundle. Letp:

F -» yYbe a bundle which admits

a Moore-Postnikov factorization (in the sense of Spanier [2, pp. 437-444]). This
means that the map p is, up to homotopy equivalence, the composition of a possibly
infinite sequence of fibrations
P\

Pi

X=Y0^YX^Y2^
where pr: Yr-> Yr_x is a principal

•■-,

K(Gr, n r)-hundle,

nr>l.

Also the sequence

converges, i.e. for each positive integer k, then nr > k for r large enough. We also
assume Gr abelian. Such a bundle will be called nilpotent.
We assume that the integral homology of yYis finitely generated (in particular
Hj(X, Z) = 0 iorj large) and that each Gr is finitely generated.
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We want to describe the space Ts of continuous sections of p: Y -» X which are
homotopic to a given section s.
From s, we obtain a sequence sr: X -> Ys of compatible sections of Yr -» X, i.e.
Sj._, = prsr. The principal bundle pr: Fr-> Yr_x is induced from the path space
bundle tt: P -> 7Í(G,., «r + 1) by a map cr_x: Yr_x -* Ä"(Gr, «r + 1). We can assume
that cr_ ,sr_, maps X on the base point.
Note that Px is isomorphic to the path space of K(Gr, nr+ l)x, the space of maps
of X in K(Gr, nr + 1) homotopic to a constant. The fiber above the constant map on
the base point is K(Gr, nr)x, where K(Gr, «,) is the fiber of P above the base point.
Let Tr be the space of sections of the bundle Yr -* X which are homotopic to sr.
Let qr: Tr -» Tr_, be the map associating to a section a the section pr ■a.

Proposition.
Ts is homotopically equivalent to the limit of the convergent sequence
of principal fibrations

r

r

Let er_x: Tr_x XX-* Yr_x be the evaluation map er_x(a, x) = a(x). The bundle
qr: Tr -> Tr_x is the connected component of sr in the principal K(Gr, nr)x-bundle
classified by the map cr_x: Tr_x -* K(Gr, nr + l)x corresponding to cr_x ° er_x.

Indeed let Tr be the space of sections of Yr -» X projecting on a section of Yr_x
homotopic to sr_x. An element of F, is given by a pair (/, g) where/: X — P and g:
X -> Yr_u with g E Tr_x and tt ° /= cr_x ° g. This amounts to saying that Tr is the
bundle over Tr_ x induced by cr_, from Px.
Tr is just the connected component of sr in Tr. The fiber of Tr -* Tr_, is isomorphic
to
K(Gr,nr)X0XG',

where G' C H"r(X; Gr) is the image of 77,(rr) by the homomorphism

X: *x(Tr_x) - 7r,(/v(Gf, n, + 1)0*) = H"iX;

induced on 7r,

G).

Indeed, let rr_, -» Tr_x be the covering whose fibers are the set of connected
components of the fibers of Tr -* Tr x. It is a Galois covering with group G'. The
fiber ro of Tr -» Tr_x above the projection of sr is the set of sections of Yr -> X
projecting on sr_x and homotopic to sr by a homotopy whose projection in Tr_x is
just the trivial path. So T0 is canonically isomorphic to K(Gr, nr)x, because the
bundle induced by sr_x from Yr -* Yr_x is canonically isomorphic
(we have assumed that cr_, ° sr_x is the constant map).

to X X K(Gr, nr)

2. Model for a Galois covering of a nilpotent space.

2.1. Notations. All DG-algebras A (differential graded) will be defined over the
field ß of rationals, commutative in the graded sense and positively graded (Aq = 0
for q < 0), unless otherwise specified.
A morphism A -> B of DG-algebras is a weak equivalence, abbreviated w.e., if it
induces an isomorphism H(A) -» H(B) in cohomology.
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If A is a DG-algebra and V a graded
DG-algebra which is, as a graded algebra,
symmetric algebra (in the graded sense) over
given differential on A C A(V). We identify

vector space, then A(V) will be a
the tensor product of A with the
V, with a differential d extending the
V to the vector subspace 1 ® V in

A(V).
A model for a space A' is a DG-algebra A together with a w.e. a: A -» fl*(yY),
where S2*(yY) denotes the DG-algebra of ß-polynomial forms on the singular
complex of X.
For instance, let G be an abelian group such that V = Hom(G; Q) is a finite
dimensional vector space over Q. Consider F as a graded vector space homogeneous
of degree m. Then the algebra Q(V) of polynomial or alternate forms on V
according to the parity of m, with the zero differential, is a model for the
Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex K(G, m),m > 0.
We shall use repeatedly the following fact which follows easily from Grivel [1] (see

also S. Halperin [5]).
Proposition.
Let X2 -» Jf- be a principal abelian fibration whose fiber X0 is a
product of connected Eilenberg-Mac Lane complexes. Let <px: A -» Q*(XX) be a
morphism of augmented DG-algebras which is a model for Xx. Let A(V) be a
DG-algebra such that dV C A. Assume we have a morphism <p2:A(V) -» ß*(yY2) such

that the diagram
<P2

A(W)

ß*(*2)

Î

A

T'l

o*(*.)

commutes.

Let <p0:Q(V) -* ñ*( X0) be the induced morphism on the fiber. Then <p2(resp. <p0)is
a w.e. if<p0 (resp. tp2) w a w.e.d.
2.2. Abelian Galois covering of a nilpotent space. Let X he a connected nilpotent
space (i.e. X considered as a bundle over a point is nilpotent as in 1.3). We assume
that the homotopy groups tr¡(X), i > 1, are such that ir¡(X) <S>
ß are finite dimensional vector spaces, and the same property for the successive quotients in the lower
central series of the nilpotent group 77,(yY).
Let p: X -» X he a Galois covering with abelian Galois group G such that G ® ß
is finite dimensional. It is classified by a surjective homomorphism

X:irx(X) -» G.
We consider V = Hom(G, Q) as a graded vector space homogeneous of degree 0.
Let a: A -» fi*(X) he a model for X. There is an injective hnear map h of Fin the
cocycles of degree 1 of A such that, when we pass to cohomology, h is the dual X*:

V -* Hom(7T,(X),ß) = H\X; Q) of X. Note that the kernel of p*: HX(X; Q) -»
i/'(yY; ß) is the image of X*.
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On A(V), the algebra of polynomials on V with coefficients in A, consider the
differential d extending the differential of A and such that d(v) — h(v) for v E V.
Proposition. A( V) is a model ofX. More precisely, any morphism ä: A(V) -> fi*( X)
extending a is a model.

Proof. Consider a minimal Postnikov tower of X,
Xx1 <—X2l *~ Xr ,1 <—■■• <—Xr <—■• • *—X ,

where each map is a principal abelian fibration, Xx being K(<nx(X)/[trx(X), ttx(X)], 1)
and X' = lim Xr being homotopy equivalent to yYby a map X -> X'.
Let B = Q( W) be a minimal model for .Y (cf. [3]) reflecting the above decomposition: there is a filtration Wx C W2 C ■• • C W such that Q(Wr) is a DG-subalgebra

of Q{Wr+x) with dWr+x C ß(Wg, and Wx = Hom^A^ß)

= HX(X;Q). There is

also a morphism ßiW7)-. ß*(.A") which is a weak equivalence and whose restriction
<prto Q(Wr) gives a model

ß(IFr)

-* ß*(^r)

of yYr.

Consider the exact sequence

Ö-» TV->«¿X )/[*,( jf))fi(Jf)]-.6-*0
given by X. It induces a fibration

*, = Ä-^ÄO/t^yY),

77,(^)1, 1) - *(G, 1)

with fiber K( N, 1).
So we get a fibration X' -+ K(G, 1) by composition X' -* A",-> 7?(G, 1). The
inclusion of its fiber X' in X' is homotopically equivalent top: X -> X.

Let H/ c Wx be the image of F by X*: V ^ HX(X; Q) = Wx. Choose <p, so that
its restriction to Q(W0) is a model ß(lf0)-> ß*(7i(G, 1)). Let t3/(W/) be the
DG-algebra quotient of B — Q(W) by the ideal generated by W0. The composition
of B -» ß*(A") with the restriction to the fiber .Y' vanishes on IfJ,. So we get a
morphism B/(W0) in ß*(yY') which is a model (in fact a minimal model) as follows
from repeated applications of the proposition in 2.1.

On B(V) define a differential d as above by dv = X*u, v E V. The map B(V) -»
5/(Wo) obtained by mapping F on 0 and taking the quotient on B induces an
isomorphism in cohomology (this can be proved by induction on r, using the

filtration of IF by the Wr).
So we can get a homotopy commutative diagram

73(F)

t

î

B

Q*(X)

Î

t

Q*(X)

where the horizontal maps are w.e. In fact, we can assume the diagram commutative,
because B is a free nilpotent algebra.
Let a: A -> il*(X) be a model for X and a: A(V) -» ñ*(yY) be a morphism
extending a (such a morphism exists because p*X* = 0). As B is the minimal model
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of A, there is a w.e. /: B -» A extending to a morphism/: B(V) -* A(V). It is easy to
check that / also induces an isomorphism in cohomology (filter by the degree of the
polynomials in V and use induction).
After changing ß by a homotopy, we can assume that af = ß. Now áf and ß
differs only by a map in the constant functions in £l*(X), so they are homotopic.
Hence a is also a weak equivalence.
Remark. If X: 77,(y¥) -> G is not surjective, then the same result is valid if X is
replaced by one of the connected components of the Galois G-covering defined by X,
and V replaced by its quotient V isomorphic to the image of X*.
3. The model of Sullivan and the main theorem.

3.1. The algebraic model of Sullivan. Let p: Y -» X he a nilpotent bundle, i.e.
admitting a Moore-Postnikov factorization through principal K(Gr, «r)-fibrations as
in 1.3. We assume that Vr = Hom(Gr, ß) is finite dimensional. It will be considered
as a graded vector space homogeneous of degree nr.
Let a: A -> ii*(X) be a model for X. Then a model for Y, reflecting this Postnikov
decomposition, will be of the form A(V), where V' = @Vr (cf. [3]). Suppose that s:
X -> Y"is a section. It gives a morphism a: A(V) -t A which is the identity on A. We
can assume that a is zero on V.
Indeed if this is not the case, let h be the y4-algebra automorphism of A(V)
mapping coneo(v); define on A(V) a new differential d' such that dh = hd'.
Then h is a DG-automorphism and a ° h maps V on zero.
We assume that A is finite dimensional. Denote by A the lower graded vector space
whose / th component A¡ is Hom(y4', Q). Let A ® V be the graded vector space
whose component of degree k is ®_i+j=kA¡ ® V' (so in general we have components with negative degree).
There is a canonical A-algebra homomorphism

e':A(V) ^ A ® Q(A® V)
defined by e'(a) = a ® 1, a' PI e'(t>) = a' ® v for each a' E A, v E V, where a' D

(a® z) = a'(a)z, forz G Q(A ® V).
In terms of an additive basis a¡ of A and the dual basis a'} of A, then e'(v) = 2,a,
® (a¡ ® u).
On the algebra Q(A ® V), which is in general not positively graded, there is a
unique differential d such that e' is a morphism of DG-algebras. The natural
augmentation Q(A ® F) -> ß which is the identity on ß and zero on A® V
commutes with the differentials.
The differential on Q(A® V) induces on A ® V a differential d0. Consider the
quotient of Q(A ® V) by the ideal generated by elements of degree < 0 of A ® V
and their differentials. It is isomorphic to the algebra Q(W), where IF is the quotient
of A ® V by elements of degree < 0 and their images by d0. Note that Q(W) is

positively graded and Q(W)° = Q.
From e' we get a DG-map e: A(V) -> A ® Q(W). This is the model proposed by
Sullivan for the evaluation map e: X X Ys -> Y. It has the following universal

property. Let D be a DG-algebra such that D° = Q, and let/: A(V) ^ A ® D he a
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morphism of augmented DG-algebras over A. Then there is a unique <p: Q(W) -* D

such that the diagram

A ® ß(IF)
commutes.
3.2. Theorem. LWer ?Ae above assumptions (p: Y ^ X a nilpotent bundle and X
admitting a finite dimensional model)} the DG-algebra Q(W) is a model for the space
Ts of sections of p: Y -* X homotopic to a given section s. The morphism e is a model for
the evaluation map e.

For the proof, we first show the theorem in the case of a trivial K(G, w)-bundle,
using a model weakly equivalent to Sullivan's model. Then we assume by induction
that the theorem is proved for the space Tr_ x of sections of the bundle Yr , -> X in
the tower of p: Y -> X (cf. 1.3). We then construct in 3.5 an algebraic model for the
bundle Tr -» Tr_, (remember that the fiber is not connected in general) weakly
equivalent to Sullivan's model, and show in 3.6 that it is indeed a model using §2.

3.3. Case of a K(G, m)-trivial bundle. We assume that Y = X X K(G, m), with the
section s corresponding to the constant map of yYon the base point of K(G, m).
In that case, V = Hom(G, Q) is homogeneous of degree m. The differential on

Q(A ® V) is given by
d(a' ®v) = ±da' ®v,
where 3: A -» A is the transpose of d.
Let W be the quotient oí A® F by the subspace of elements of degree < 0 and
cocycles in degree 0.
Let HA[A) = Hom(//*(y4), Q) — H^X; Q). We can construct a linear injection^':
H^(A) -> A mapping a homology class on a representative cycle.
Let W be the graded vector space defined by

Wk =

©

H,(A) ® VJ for k > 0,

-i+j = k

Wk = 0

for k =s 0.

j gives an inclusion of IF in IF and the corresponding inclusion y : Q(W) -. Q(W)
is a weak equivalence (the differential on Q(W) is trivial).
There is a w.e.: Q(V) -> ß*(Ä"(G, w)) such that the induced map on cohomology
gives the canonical isomorphism of Hm(Q(V)) = V on H"'(K(G, m); Q) =

Hom(G, ß).
_
' Cf. remark at the end for a less restrictive hypothesis.
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Let ro be the space K(G, m)x of maps of X in K(G, m) homotopic to the constant
map on the base point, and let e: X X T0 -* X X K(G, m) defined by e(x, g) =
(x, g(x)) be the evaluation map.
We can construct a homotopy commutative diagram
ß*(e)

ß*(yYXT0)

«-

ß*(7)

î

î

y4®ß*(r0)

i

A®Q(V)=A(V)

where the vertical arrows are w.e., and / is a morphism of DG-algebras over A such
that/(u) G A ® ß*(ro)+ , where ß*(ro)+ is the kernel of the augmentation given

by the base point.
There is a unique morphism <p: Q(W) -» ß*(ro), mapping the class of a' ® v on
a' D f(v), such that the diagram

A ®ß*(T0)^-A(V)
l <&<p■-^A ® Q(W)

commutes, where a' n e(v) is the class of a' ® v.
To check that tp (or <p° j) is a weak equivalence, we pass to cohomology in the
above diagram and use 1.2 which shows that H*(TQ; Q) — Q(W) and gives the
precise description of the evaluation map.
3.4 The induction hypothesis. For the general case of a nilpotent bundle, we take

the notations of 1.3.
To say that A(V) is a model of Y reflecting the factorization X = Y0«- Yx «- Y2
«- • • ■ means that
(a) each Br = A(®k<rVk) is a DG-subalgebra of A(V), and dVr C Br_x, so that we
have an increasing sequence of DG-subalgebras
A = B0 C 73, C 732C • ■■;
(b) for each r, we have a weak equivalence ar: Br -* ß*(Fr) such that the diagram
Br = Br_x(Vr)

S

ß*(7r)

î

î

73r_,

"2

Sl*(Yr_x)

commutes and ar induces a weak equivalence Q(Vr) -> iï*(K(Gr, nr)) which in
cohomology gives the canonical isomorphism Vr -> H"r(K(Gr, nr); Q); and
(c) we can choose ar such that the diagram
Br

-

i »,

A

ß*(Fr)
ia'fs,)

T»

ß*(yY)

commutes, where ar is the restriction of a to Br.
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Let Cr_x be the Sullivan model for Tr_x. We assume by induction that we have a
w.e. <pr^x: Cr__x-* ß*(rr_,) so that the diagram

A®Sl*(Tr_x)

A®Cr_x

commutes, where/._, is a model for the evaluation map
also assume that or_x, together with the augmentations
latter given by sr_x) give morphisms of the diagram
commutative.
3.5. Construction of an algebraic model. We construct
fibration Tr ->Tr_x.
There is an algebra homomorphism e'r such that
A®Cr_x(A®Vr)

¿

er_,: X X Tr_x -» Yr_x. We
in Cr_x and ß*(rr_,) (the
in A so that everything is

as follows a model for the

Br_l(Vr)

î

= Br

î

A®Cr_x

«-

Br_x

commutes (compare with 3.1), defined by a' n e'r(v) = a' ® v.
On Cr_x(A ® Vr), there is a unique differential such that e'r commutes with d;
d(a' ®v)=

±da'

® v + ±a' D er„,(iiu).

Let Cr_,(c7) be the quotient of Cr_x(A ® F^.) by the ideal generated by elements
of A® Vr of degree < 0 and those elements of degree 0 whose boundary is in the
ideal generated by elements of negative degree (this ideal is closed under d and
7¥0(C,_,(l7)) = ß because Cr°_x= Q).
We get from e'r a morphism
er:Br_x(Vr)^A®C^x(U)

extending er_,. We shall prove that this is a model for er.
Cr_x(U) verifies the following universal property: let D be a DG-algebra with an
augmentation and such that H°(D) = Q. Given a commutative diagram
A®D

*\

î1®h

i/o,

A
/"

A®Cr_x

Br_x(Vr)

î
\a'-i

-

fi,_,

where the left-hand maps in A are the tensor product of the identity on A with the
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augmentation, there is a unique morphism <p: Cr_x(U) -» D of augmented DG-algebras over Cr_, such that

Br-ÁK)
A®cr_x(uy
commutes. On the class u of a' ® v, cpis given by

<p(u) = a' Df(v).
We get the Sullivan model Cr by taking the quotient of Cr_x(U) by the ideal
generated by elements of U of degree 0 and their differentials.
It will be sufficient to prove that er is a model for er, once we have checked that
the quotient map Cr_ X(U) -» Cr is a weak equivalence.

Cr_ | is of the form ß(5) with Sp = 0 forp < 0. Hence the differential d maps U°
injectively in Ux © Sx. The DG-algebra Cr_x(U) is nilpotent, hence we can choose
elements x,,..., xk of U@ S so that Cr_x(U) - Q(U°, dU°)(xx,...,xk)
and so that
dxi+x G Q(U°, dU°)(xx,. . . ,x¡). By induction
on /', the projection
of
Q(U°, dU°)(x,,...,x,)
on its quotient by the ideal generated by U° and dll° is a
w.e. When /' = k this is the projection of Cr_ X(U) on Cr.
3.6. Proof of the induction step. One can find a morphism f which is a model for
the evaluation

map er: X X Tr -> Yr and such that

A ® ß*(Tr)

Br-l(V,)

y4

Î
73,

y4®ß*(rr_,)
/r-1

commutes.
By the universal property, we get a morphism
<Pr:cr_1(t/)-ß*(rr)

such that the diagram

A ®o*(rr).

(1)

A®Sl*(Tr_x)
commutes.
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We have to show that <j>ris a weak equivalence. For u E U, du = d0u + dxu,
where d0u E Uand dxu E Cr_x (cf. 3.5).
Let (7° be the kernel of d0: U° -+ Ux. Then Cr_x(U°) is a DG-subalgebra of
C,_,(t/) and d maps £7° injectively into the 1-cocycles of Cr_x. When we pass to
cohomology d: ¿7° -» //'(Cr ,) = //'(T,_,;
ß) is still injective because Cr°_x = Q.
The image is generated by cohomology classes of elements of the form a' n er_ x(dv),
where v E Vr,a'EAn
with 9a' = 0.
As in 1.3, we consider the factorization Tr -* tr_x -* Tr_x. We get a commutative

diagram

C,_,(t/)

Ï

ß*(Fr)

î

c,_x(u°) V
î
cr_,
^'

î

ß*(rr_.)
î
o*(r,_,)

because er maps elements of U° on functions on the singular complex of Tr whose
differential comes from ß*(rr_,), hence are constant on the connected components

of the fibers of Tr -* Tr_x.
We claim that er_, is a weak equivalence. Indeed, Tr_, is a connected component
of the Galois covering defined by the homomorphism
X: ttx(Tr) -> H"r(X, Gr)
induced by cr_x: Tr_x -* K(Gr, nr + l)^(cf.

1.3). Its dual gives a map

X*: Hom(H"iX; Gr), Q) = H¿X; Q) ® Vr- HX(T^X;Q)
whose image is isomorphic to dU° by the remark above and 1.2. So we can apply the
proposition and the last remark of 2.2 to deduce that er_, is a weak equivalence
(rr_i is a nilpotent space).
Cr_x(U) can be considered as an algebraic bundle over Cr_x(U°), with fiber
Q(W) — Cr_x(U) ®cr_l(t7°)ô where ß is considered

as a Cr_,(i/°)-module

via the

augmentation. The vector space W is isomorphic to the quotient of A ® Vr by the
subspace of elements of degree < 0 and i/0-cycles in degree 0. We can express
Cr_x(U) as Cr_,(t/°) ® Q(W), where the differential of w G IF has a component in
W and another one of degree at least 2 in Cr_,.
Recall that the fiber ro of Tr -» fr_, containing sr is isomorphic to K(Gr, nr)x,
where K(Gr, nr) is the fiber of Yr -> Yr_,.
As <pr_, preserves the augmentation, we get a morphism <p°of the algebraic fiber
Q(W) in the DG-algebra of forms ß*(T0) of the geometric fiber, and the diagram
(1) gives the commutative diagram

y4®ß*(r0)-

A ® Q(W)<-A

® Q(Vr)

and we show as in 3.3 that <p°is a weak equivalence.
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As <prinduces a weak equivalence on the base and the fiber, we can apply the
proposition in 2.1 to show that <pris also a weak equivalence.
Consider the commutative diagram over A

A ®Q*(rr)

when p: Cr_ X(U) -> Cr is the w.e. described in 3.5 and e the morphism defined in 3.1.
As p is a surjective w.e., then there is a w.e. i: Cr -» Cr_x(U) such that p ° i — id.
Then <p= <pfo /: Cr -> ß*(Tr) is a w.e. and/ = (1 ® <p) ° e is homotopic over A to/.,
hence is a model for the evaluation map XX Tr ^> Yr.
Remark. In the construction 3.1 of the Sullivan model, we only need to assume A
finite dimensional in each degree provided V is finite dimensional, because the
DG-algebra Q(W) depends only on elements of A whose degree is not more than
the maximal degree of the elements in V (same remark for 3.5).
Hence the main theorem 3.2, with essentially the same proof, is vahd under the

hypothesis that either
(i) the rational homotopy of the fiber of the nilpotent bundle p: Y -^ X is finite
dimensional and X has a model A which is finite dimensional in each degree, or
(ii) X has a model A which is finite dimensional in each degree and such that

dim H*(A) is finite.
Indeed in that case, we can prove the induction step 3.5 using A; to pass to the
limit when r tends to infinity, we can replace A by a finite dimensional algebra.
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